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By J. Percy Moore, .
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Through the courtesy of the curators the collection of leeches con-

tained in the U. S. National Museum has been placed in my hands for

study and determination. Though small, and much of it poorly pre-

served, the collection has proved an interesting one. None of the forms

had previously been identified; several have been found to be unde-

scribed, several others have been mentioned in the literature but once

or twice, and many are here recorded from new localities more or less

remote from those previously known. The material has been drawn

from various parts of the world, but it is to be regretted that our own
American leeches are so poorly represented. Our fauna is a rich one,

but is, perhaps, well known to but one person, who has as yet shared

but little of his knowledge with the scientific public. We are still in

nearly complete ignorance of the number and distribution of the species,

and many interesting morphological questions remain to be elucidated.

But one attempt has been made to systematize our knowledge—that of

Prof. A. E. Yerrill twenty-five years ago—and that upon very inade-

quate material from comparatively few localities. It is to be hoped

that a greater interest will be taken in making well-preserved collec-

tions, and that our National Museum will soon have gathered together

a complete series, not alone of leeches, but of annelids generally and

other worms as well.

This is perhaps not the most suitable occasion to enter upon a dis-

cussion of any of the broader or more theoretical problems of morphol-

ogy upon which the collection throws light. There is, however, one

matter of especial interest to the systematic student to which some
reference may profitably be made. I refer to the annulation of the

somite. My observations on this subject accord perfectly with the

views exi)ressed by Whitman (5 and 6) and later by Lang (4) and
Blanchard for the Glossiphonidte, Hirudinidffi, and Herpobdellidse, and
I am pleased to be able to extend them to the Ichthyobdellidae also,

which has, I believe, not previously been done. Apathy (1), who has

made the most important recent contributions to the external morphol-

ogy of the latter family, takes a precisely opposite view to that of
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Whitman. He regards the multi-annulate somite as primitive. The

view here supported is that the primitive typical leecli somite con-

sisted of three aimuli. These primary aiimili can readily be recognized

in all families and most species of leeches which I have examined.

When the primitive tri-annulate character of the somite is lost this

may take place by (a) reduction, which has occurred as a result of

coalescence of the primary rings at the anterior and posterior ends of

nearly all leeches and in the genital regions of some, or {}>) by elabora

tion, which has taken place in the somites of the middle body region,

especially of the (InathobdellidjL', Herpobdellid{e,and IchthyobdoUidie.

The increase in the number of annnli by which this elaboration is

expressed externally seldom if ever occurs by the actual intercalation

of new rings, but only by the growth and lesser or greater subdivision

of the three primary rings. This subdivision seems to follow a regular

law, which is that any number or all of the primary rings may become

secondarily biannulate, the secondary annuli similarly biannulate

and the tertiary again divided for the fourth time, and any one

of these subdivisions may be in various degrees partial or complete,

and may aiTect one or more annuli of any order. The theoretical com-

ideteness of the process is expressed in the following table, which also

presents a system of nomenclature for the maximum possible number of

annuli of each order, up to the fourth, of a complete somite, enabling

tlie structure of a typical somite of any genus to be expressed by a

simple formula.
Table of annulations.

First
order.

Second
order.

Third
order.

a2

, a3

Total. 3

Fourth
order.

cl2

d\
d2
d3
di
d5
d6
dl
di
d9
(UO
dll
dl2
dl3
dU
dl5
dl6
dl7
dl8
dl9
d20
d21
d22
d23
d24

12 24

1 give a few illustrations of the application of the system. Proto-

clepsine and many other Glossiphonidai have a simple tri-annulate som-

ite ai + a2 -\- aS. Many of the larger species of Glossiphonia show a

slight subdivision of the second and third primary annuli, which be-

comes strongly expressed in Hcementaria, al -^ a2 {bSb^) + a3{b5b6).
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In the HirudinidflB generally this tendency is complete, and the five

annuli resulting are i)ractically equivalent so far as size, etc., is con-

cerned, al + 13 + Z/4 + 65 + hG or «1 + 63-6. TrachellohdeUa has all

three of the primary annuli subdivided, thus : 61 + 62 + 6.'J + 64 -|- 65 +
66 or more simply 61-6. But in some of the species the divisions are

incomplete, while in others those of the third order have set in, facts

which may be expressed by the use of brackets, as shown above for

Ilamentaria. In Dina the third actual (fourth secondary) annulus is

widened and distinctly bi-annulate, expressible thus: al-|-63+64 (c7

c8) + 65-|-66. The greatest complexity is found among the Ichthyob-

dellida', of which Cystobranchufi h-ds the six secondary annuli, the third

or sometimes the fourth being subdivided. 61 + 62 + e5 + rO + 64 +
65 + 66 or 61-2 + c5-6 + 64-6. Piscicola varies somewhat, but the most
frequent arrangement is that in which the full number of annuli of the

third order is developed, and two of these, namely, co and c8, are divided

into annuli of the fourth order, making in all fourteen annuli, expressed

by the formula cl-4 + d<) + dlO + r-G + c7 + ^15 + f716 + c9-12. In some
si)ecies the fourteen annuli become perfectly equivalent in size and the

plan of their formation obscure. No cases are known in which the

whole twenty-four of the possible annuli of the fourth order are devel-

oped, or in which annuli of the fifth order are more than very slightly

indicated.

Partial or complete unions of adjacent annuli of neighboring somites

frequently occur, and possibly entire somites may be absorbed, or

simulati(jns of new ones formed in the prostomial region. All of

these conditions can be expressed in the formula, which could also

be adapted to indicate whether any given condition has arisen by sim-

plification or elaboration. The desirability of some more exact method
of defining the annulation of the Ichthyobdellidte must be obvious to

anyone who has noted the great confusion which reigns in this group
as to the number of annuli of each somite, and the scope of the genera.

Different authors have each usually attended to but one of the several

orders of division of the somite, and thus we have Piscicola {Ichthyob-

della) described with seven, twelve, or fourteen rings, each of which
expresses a part of the truth.

By combining the somite formula with the Roman numerals by
•which the individual somites are indicated, we can describe any annu-

lus desired with the greatest precision. As to the order of the elab-

oration of the annuli in the Ichtliyobdellidie I have little light, except

that the process begins in the middle primary annulus, and there also

proceeds the farthest. There are good physiological and mechanical

reasons for this; but I hope soon to have sufficient data for a fuller dis-

cussion of the external morphology of this family. This preliminary

account is presented here in the hope that students of the Hirudinea
will find this sclieme of sufficient value to test and perfect it. The
systematic portion of the paper follows.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxi 35
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Family GLOSSIPHONIDyE.

PROTOCLEPSINE, new genus.

This genus exhibits primitive external characters in the retention of

the full number (3) of annuli in all of the anterior somites, and in the

elevation of the eyes upon papilhu which stand in serial relation to the

dorsal median segmental papilhc of the succeeding somites. The sex-'

ual pores occupy the usual positions in somites X and XI.

The type species has three pairs of eyes situated on somites I, II,

and III; and the posterior somites XXII to XXVI are reduced.

I. PROTOCLEPSINE SEXOCULATA, new species.

(PJate XL, fig. 1.)

Unfortunately there is but a single much contracted specimen of this

interesting species. The prostomium is curled ventralward and the

specimen is probably immature, so that the following measurements

have a relative value only

:

mm.

Length 5.

1

Greatest width (XlXth somite) 2.5

Depth at somite XLX 1.2

Width at genital region 2.2-2.4

Depth at genital region About 1

Diameter of acetabulum 1.5

In its contracted condition the body is truncated at both ends, the

prostomium being curled under at the anterior end (corrected in the

drawing, tig. 1), and the acetabulum drawn closely up at the posterior

end. Consequently the body appears almost quadrate, with its greatest

width far back. It is strongly convex above and slightly concave

below. The acetabulum is large and circular, with thickened mar-

gins. The anterior sucker is wide, witli thickened crenulated margins,

formed posteriorly by aunulus 5; its interior and the mouth opening

are hidden by the infolded prostomium. A deep median and three pairs

of small lateral sulci divide the fiee margin of the prostomium into

eight lobes, of which the four middle ones bear as many small papillae.

Dorsally it consists of a larger anterior and a smaller posterior annulus.

The somites I to XXI, inclusive, are complete, each consisting of

three annuli; XXII and XXIII are biannulate; XXIV and XXV
biannulate at the margins and undivided mesially ; and XXVI consists

of a single annulus. On each side of the middle line are three series of

dorsal and four series of ventral papilhe, situated on the first annulus

of each somite on which alone papilhu arc evident. Of the dorsal series

the innermost are widely separated, leaving a broad median area; the

outermost are supra-marginal, and the remaining series halfway

between these. All of the i^apilhi' are smooth and rather inconspicu-

ous. On the first, fourth and seventh rings behind the prostomium
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the papilla^ of the innermost dorsal series are transformed into deeply

pigmented eyes, but still retain their character as papilLe, being quite

as elevated as the succeeding members of the series, with which they

continue in perfect serial relation of position. Were any fuither evi-

dence required to demonstrate Whitman's view of the homology of the

eyes and segmental papilhe of leeches, this species would supply it.

Annuli one and four lack the marginal but retain the intermediate

painlhe. The former begin on annulus seven and continue to somite

XXY. The intermediate series ceases at somite XXIII, while the

innermost continues to the post-anal annulus.

The ventral papillte begin on annulus seven, which is united with

six. They are a marginal, a mesial ventral, and two intermediate on

each side. The most mesial pair are widely separated and about oppo-

site to the mesial dorsal series. All are small, and in this specimen

can be detected with certainty on only a portion of the somites.

The individual described is probably immature, as the genital pores,

although not difficult to detect, are very small, and their lips not

swollen or glandular. Tlie male pore is situated between annuli twenty-

nine and thirty and the female between thirty-one and thirty-two. The
color is probably much changed in preservation, being a nearly uniform

bronze brown. The eyes are black. Nothing is known of the internal

anatomy.

Type.—No. 4320, TJ.S.N.M. Bering Island, Commander Islands, Sibe-

ria. Leonhard Stejneger, August 5, 1882, No. 1405. One specimen.

GLOSSIPHONIA Johnson.

2. GLOSSIPHONIA MOLLISSIMA.

(Plate XL, fig. 2.)

Clepsine mollissima Grube.

This species was described by Grube (3) from specimens collected at

Lake Baikal, Siberia. The following notes will serve to supplement

Grube's description. The first pair of eyes are very small, deeply set,

and sometimes united to the second pair. They appear to be undergo-

ing degeneration and absorption. The annulation of the first four

somites is shown in the following table:

Annulation of somites of Glossiphoiiia mollissima.

Somite. Annuli.
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The prostomiuni consists of a single partial ring. The united third

and fourth rings form the posterior margin of the anterior sucker.

Somites III to XXII are complete, XXIII consists of anuuli sixty-three

and sixty-four, XXIV of sixty-five, which is double at the margins,

XXV of sixty-six and XXVI of sixty-seven, behind which is the anus.

The male pore is placed at Xa§, or between the annuli twenty-five and

twenty-six ; the female at Xl^r^, or between twenty-seven and twenty-

eight.

Character is given to the papulation by the great development of

the dorsal median series, the papillse of which are very large, and in

some specimens the only ones distinctly developed. They become con-

spicuous on annulus fifteen, and are found on the first annulus of

every complete somite thereafter, and on the annuli sixty-three, sixty-

five, sixty-six, and sixty-seven. In the best preserved material they

may be traced as far forward as annulus six. The mates are separated

at the middle line by about one-fourth oi the width of the body. The

dorsal inner-lateral papilke are also well marked on most specimens,

and are found on the eye-bearing annuli, as well as on all those bear-

ing the dorsal median ones. The outer lateral papillae have become

reduced to almost total suppression and were unnoticed by Grube.

Very minute members of this series may usually be found on the

eye-bearing and several succeeding ijapilliferous annuli. Besides the

serial papillte, very minute variable ones are found on the dorsum of

all of the annuli. There are 10 or 12 small papilla on the ventral

surface of the first ring of each somite.

On the accompanying label Dr. Stejneger gives the following descrip-

tion of the colors of this species during life:

Olive green, margins more brownish, two series of large whitish knobs along the

back, and several smaller and less conspicuous spots between these and the margins.

Along the back a regular system of narrow brownish longitudinal stripes.

This species closely resembles the Clepsine elegans of Verrill, from

which it may be distinguished by the much larger dorsal median

papilhe.

Xo. 4259, U.S.X.M. Bering Island, Commander Islands, Leonhard

Stejneger. 1882-83. Twenty-two specimens.

3. GLOSSIPHONIA PARASITICA.

Hirudo parasHica Say.

CAepsine ornata Veruill (in part).

I have not yet acquired suflQcient material to satisfy myself of the

status of Verrill's species of Clepsine; but it is certain that both G,

ornata and C. 2)apiUata are composite and in part synonymous. The

types should be again studied and compared. I think that the forms

here included can safely be regarded as cospecific with those forming

the basis of Verrill's original description of Clepsine ornata, and their

identity with Say's species was established by the examination of the

supposed types in the collection of the Philadelphia Academy of
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Natural Sciences. The followiog examples are included in tbe U. S.

National Museum collection.

No. 5025, U.S.N.M. Vicinity of Fort Huachuca, Arizona. Dr. T. E.

Wilcox, U. S. A. Five specimens.

No. 4:025, U.S.N.M. Currant lliver. Shannon County, Missouri. E.

Ellsworth. One specimen.

No. 5026, U.S.N.M. Pine Eidge Agency, South Dakota. Dr. Leon-

hard Stejueger, 1894. One specimen.

No. 823, U.S.N.M. North Eed Eiver, British America. E. Kenni-

cott. One specimen.

No. 4694, U.S.N.M. Wheatland, Indiana. On Glielyctra serpentaria.

Fourteen specimens.

No. 4602, U.S.N.M. Keel-Foot Lake, Obion County, Tennessee (from

a small creek emptying into lake near Idlewild Hotel), May 30, 1882.

E. Palmer. One specimen, very badly dried up and shrunken, but
apparently a large example of this species.

No. 5027, U.S.N.M,, 50 miles from Blueflelds, Nicaragua. C. W.
Eichmond. On turtle. Five specimens.

4. GLOSSIPHONIA LINEATA.

Clepsine papillata Verrill rar. lineata.

In many respects this species resembles G. triserialis E. Blanchard,

but differs from this and resembles G. hridgei O. F. Miiller in the

position of the genital pores, which are separated by but one annulus.

The external male orifice is situated at
^,, (f|), the female at XI ah,

(fl), the latter being the usual position. The white patches which
flank the black papillte appear to be more conspicuously developed in

the Mexican specimens, making this a very beautiful species.

No. 4101, U.S.N.M. D'eau douce de la Canada de Marfil, Mexico.

Prof. A, Duges, February 8, 1882. Nineteen adult and numerous young
specimens.

5. GLOSSIPHONIA STAGNALIS.

Hiritdo stagnalis LiNN^us.
Clepsine modesta Verrill.

This species is very common and widely distributed over the United

States. No characters have been found which serve to distinguish it

from the well-known European form.

No. 1038, U.S.N.M. Woods Hole, Massachusetts, September 10, 1883.

William Nye, jr.; fresh-water ponds. Six specimens.

No. 808, U.S.N.M. Woods Hole, Massachusetts, September 24, 1883.

William Nye, jr.; fresh-water pond. Many specimens.
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PLACOBDELLA R. Blanchard.

6. PLACOBDELLA MEXICANA, new species.

H'latft XL, fig, 3.)

This species is close to Placohdella plana (Wliitinan) It. Blaucbard,

but tlie aiinulatiou difleis in several respects. The body is broad and

depressed, aud rather ovoid in outline. The largest specimen measures

14.7 mm. in length and C mm. in breadth at the widest part. The ace-

tabulum is small and weak, and about 2.5 mm. in diameter.

The prostomium is undivided. It is followed by a rather wide ring,

which bears the single pair of eyes on its posterior part, and the first

pair of dorso-inner-lateral papilla on its anterior part. A plain nar-

row ring follows, then abroad double one bearing the second ])air of

dorso-inner-lateral papilhe on its anterior half. A narrow ring com-

pletes with this doul>le one somite III. Somite IV is in one specimen

similarly constituted of a broad double ring and a narrow one; in the

others it is constructed like the following somites of three rings, the

first of which bears papilhe. Somite XXII is the last complete one;

XXIII has two annuli, XXIV a single annulus, double at the margin,

and XXV and XXVI each a single papillate annulus. The male pore

is situated between the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth, the female pore

between the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh, and the anus between

the sixty sixth and sixty-seventh annuli.

The dorso-median and dorso-inner-lateral jiapilla; are large and con-

spicuous, but low, smooth, and rounded. The former begin on annulus

eight (somite V) and continue with the latter to somite XXVI. The
outer lateral are small; they begin on annulus eleven, the first of somite

VI, and continue to annulus fifty-nine (somite XXIIj. The second

annulus also of ^ch somite of the middle region of the body bears

six series of small papilla which lie mesiad to the corresponding ones

of the first annulus.

The color of the alcoholic specimens is a rich chocolate brown V^lotched

with lighter and darker brown, a branched figure of the latter color

corresponding very closely with the branches of the intestine, and the

pale spots in general with the papilhe. A median white line appears
at the anterior and posterior ends of the body. Beginning anteriorly

in a triangular area which incrludes the eyes, it is more or less inter-

rupted and broken at the first annulus of each somite to the seventh,

where the band fades out. On the second annulus of each of these som-
ites the pale area runs out laterad in transverse bars, which on V reach
nearly to the margins of the body. At the posterior end a similar nar-

row pale area extends forward from the anus to somite X XI. Marginal
white spots occur metamerically on each somite. The posterior sucker
is marked with alternating rays of brown and white, the latter being
confined mainly to the marginal half.

Typex.—So. 5028, U.S.X.M. Mexico; P. G, Jouy; Xo. 384. Three
specimens.
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H^^MENTARIA De Filippi.

7. HiEMENTARIA OFFICINALIS De Filippi.

No. 1478, U.S.N.M. Guanajuato, Mexico; Prof. A. Dugcs. Two
specimeus.

1 auiily ICHTHYOBDELLID.E.

TRACHELOBDELLA Diesing.

8. TRACHELOBDELLA VIVIDUS.

(Plate XL, tig. 4. j

Cifstobranchus ritiduH VKUKlLr,.

Thi.s species bear.s a striking re.seml>lance to a Cifstobratichns, but the

annulation and tbe position of tbe sexual pores are characteristically

that recently attributed bN' Blanchard to Trdchdobdella.

The two regions of the body are sharply di.stiuguished. The anterior,

which contains tbe first eleven somites, is somewhat sunken into and

embraced by the first somite of tbe posterior region. Somites IX, X,

and XI are narrowed to form the clitellura, in front of which tbe body

is slightly exx>anded laterally. The anterior region includes twenty

distinct primary annuli posterior to the expanded "bead," which latter,

with the first five annuli, constitute five somites. Sonjite \'I is com-

po.sed of three primary annuli, each of which is clearly biannulate.

Somite VII is as large as the eight preceding annuli. Each of the pri-

mary annuli is divided into two and these again halved dorsally, so that

twelve annuli of the third order may be counted on the dorsal side.

The middle ]»rimary annulus {a 2) of this .somite is large, and its two
.secondary annuli ih .5 and 4j have almost the value of the adjacent

I^rimary annuli. Somite VIII is similarly annulated, but shorter. The
somites IX, X, and XI are the clitellar .somites and are each reduced to

two primary annuli, which, with the exception of the last, are obscurely

biannulate. The male pore is located on tbe anterior margin of somite

X, or between this and the preceding annulus (16j. On the ventral

side annuli sixteen and seventeen are much enlarged and partly fused

with fifteen and eighteen, respectively. The female pore is between the

eighteenth and nineteenth annuli, having the same relation to somite

XI as tbe male pore has to X. The twentieth annulus is obscure, being

united with and retracted within .somite XI.

Tbe posterior body region is Ijroad and depressed, the transverse and
vertical diameters being about as two to one. The con.striction shown
in the figure in the posterior third of the body is probably the result of

an accident of preservation. The somites of this region are charac-

terized by the six secondary annuli, tho.se of the .second primary

annulus f« 2j being largest and on tbe dorsal .side again divided into

the tertiarj' annuli, thus: /> 1-2-fc 5-6-7-8-1-/^ 5-0. This latter char-

acter is lost in the i>o8terior somites. Somite XXII is the last comxdete
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one, behind whicli there are four additional obscurely biannulate pre-

anal annuli.

There are eleven pairs of well-developed lateral vesicles, which

diminish in size each way from the sixth. Behind the eleventh pair

are two pairs of rudimentary vesicles, indicated by opaque whitish

lateral thickenings of the rings. The well-developed vesicles occupy

the sides of 6 1 and h 2 of their somites, except the first, which

extends onto the last ring of somite XI. There are indications of annu-

lation of the anterior sucker, but too obscure in this specimen to be

described.

No. 242, U.S.N.M. Woods Hole, Massachusetts; Y. K Edwards.

One specimen.

g. TRACHELOBDELLA MACULATA, new species.

(Plate XL, fig. 6.)

The two body regions are well marked, the anterior slender and

terete, the posterior broad, flattened, and raquet-shaped. The posterior

sucker is small, little if at all directed ventralward, and is contracted

to a slit-like opening.

There are thirteen pairs of respiratory vesicles, with a posterior rudi-

mentary fourteenth. The anterior ones are indistinct and the largest

(the ninth and tenth pairs) at the widest pjirt of the body. This region

is concave below and convex above from side to side. The anterior

region is somewhat retracted within the posterior. The head (in the

contracted specimen) is scarcely expanded, and its margin only slightly

oblique. Its free margin tends to fold into four lobes, dorsal, ventral

and two lateral.

As in most other species of the genus, the annulation of the anterior

region is irregular and difficult of interpretation. In this specimen the

difficulty is increased owing to the integument being gathered up at

several spots, as it were, into loose tufts, which disturb the arrangement

of the annuli. After a careful study I have fixed on. the interpretation

shown in the figure; but this needs to be confirmed by a study of more

and better material. The clitellar region is sufficiently distinct. Six

annulations are observable on the dorsal side of the head. Then follow

two narrow rings in the constriction behind the head. Behind these

follow, apparently, four complete somites (V to VIII) of three rings

each, of which the first corresponds closely to the transverse bands of

orange, the second and third to the ashy spots described below. The
primary rings of somite VIII, as here provisionally identified, are sub-

divided into six secondary rings. The clitellum consists of the two
primary partly orange colored rings of somite IX, the two primary

(divided into four secondary) uncolored rings of somite X, and the

similarly constituted somite XI, of which the last ring is united with

the first of somite XII. The male pore is between the two secondary

rings of aunulus seventeen (the first of somite X), and the female pore
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between tlie two secondary rings of annulus nineteen (tlie first of somite

XI). They are consequently separated by four small secondary annuli.

The somites of the posterior region are hexamerous, but the three

primary annuli are easily recognized ; and the first and second of each

somite, except XII, are undivided at the margins, where they are occu-

pied by the paired respiratory vesicles. The vesicles, as in the species

to be described next, extend over the first and second primary rings of

each somite, though in many cases the second is only partly occupied.

Anteriorly the vesicles are collapsed and, except for their color, indis-

tinct, but posteriorly they become much more prominent. Traces of a

rudimentary fourteenth pair are found just anterior to the anus.

The color i>attern of this species is interesting, and has probably

been derived from the breaking uj) and partial shitting of an annular

pattern, which still i^ersists to some extent in the anterior region. The
general color above is a rich bright orange anteriorly, becoming faded

to a pale yellow posteriorly, where it extends over much of the ventral

surface also. The ventral surface of the anterior region, the greater

part of the clitellum, and the head are of a pale ashy color, which spots

the dorsal surface also. These ashy spots show a distinct tendency to

become arranged in three longitudinal rows on the jjosterior region.

They are mostly large and of irregular shapes, and very nearly corre-

si)ond to the somites, but those of the middle series have shifted more
or less toward the posterior end and sometimes become confluent with

neighboring blotches. All are edged by a very narrow border of red-

dish brown. A few similar irregular blotches are seen on the ventral

surface. A small orange patch surrounds the male pore, and there is a
similar one on each side of the clitellum. On each side of the dorsal

surface of the head is a large bright orange spot, leaving a median ashy
area. In the figure the orange-colored parts are stippled, the ashy
plain. The hexamerous structure of the posterior somites is represented

only in XIX and XX, but the others are similar.

The single specimen measures

:

inni.

Length 13.

5

Greatest breadth 4.2

Length of anterior region 3

Breadth at male pore 9

Breadth of anterior sucker 1

Diameter of posterior sucker 1.5

Depth of posterior region of body 1

Type.—Xo. 1314, U.S.X.M. Steamer Albatross. Locality unknown.

lo. TRACHELOBDELLA RUGOSA, new species.

(Plate XL, fig. 5.)

The adult specimens of this species have the broad depressed form
shown in the figure: a young individual is terete, with the vesicles

appended to the sides of the body, and connected by a broad lateral

cutaneous fold lodging the marginal sinus, by the metameric enlarge-
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ment of which the vascular sacs of the vesicles are formed. The ante-

rior region of the mature as well as of the young specimen is depressed,

as .in T. macidata, instead of terete, but the annulation, although

obscured by cutaneous folds, appears to be the same. Exclusive of the

three obscure annulations observable on the dorsum of the head there

are twenty prevesicular annuli, of which the last is united with and

retracted into the border oi' somite XII.

Three complete anteclitellar somites are recognizable, owing to the

presence on their first and second primary rings (namely, six and seven,

nine and ten, and thirteen and fourteen) of peculiar cutaneous pro-

jections just dorsal to their lateral margins. These are usually, but not

invariably, united into a single pair on each somite, and are probably

of the nature of rudimentary resi)iratory vesicles, or at least lioino-

dynamous structures. They lie somewhat dorsal to the plane of the

functional vesicles.

The clitellum consists of two relatively large annuli, which are united

together and bear a pair of cutaneous appendages in strictly marginal

position, and four narrow biannulate annuli, of which the first contains

the male and the third the female orifice, thus agreeing with T. macu-

lata. The last, and frequently the female ring also, is contracted within

the following somite.

In the posterior region the integument, which must have been very

loose in life, is much wrinkled and thrown into folds in contraction.

This condition is less marked in the young example, in which the three

primary annuli are readily recognized, and the first and second are

seen to be occupied by the remarkably large respiratory vesicles. Each

of the primary annuli, of the adults is marked by four more or less dis-

tinctly marked transverse folds, which are divided by longitudinal fur-

rows, into quadrangular tile-like and slightly raised areas, giving to

the entire surface«a rugous tessellated appearance.

The respiratory vesicles are very large and conspicuous. They occupy

the margins of the first and second primary annuli of each somite, and

are connected by a cutaneous fold which is continuous along the mar-

gins of the body from the first to the twelfth or last pair of functional

vesicles. Delicate irregular cutaneous wrinkles roughen the surface

of both the vesicles and the marginal fold.

The posterior sucker is small, straight, and shallow; the anterior is

closed in contraction to a vertical slit. No pigment remains in the

bodies of any of the specimens, which have faded to a uniform clay

color. A few brown pigment cells are arranged in a zone across the

head anterior to the annulations. There are no eyes.

The specimen figured has the following measurements

:

mm.

Length complete 23

Leugth of anterior region 3.

3

Width of clitellar region 1.

3

Width at first pair of vesicles 2.

4

Width at ninth pair of vesicles 5.

8

Types.—No. 5035, U.S.X.M. From red snapper. Six specimens.
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CYSTOBRANCHUS Diesing.

II. CYSTOBRANCHUS species?

No. 1594, U.S.X.M. Albatross station 2737. One specimen.

PISCICOLA Blainville.

The genus Piscicola as here used is composite and requires subdivi-

sion, but no adequate system has yet been proposed.

12. PISCICOLA GEOMETRA (Linnaeus) Blainville.

No, 237, U.S.N. M. Wasliiugton, District of Columbia, February 3,

1883. On German car]) (probably introduced with these fish). Three
specimens.

13. PISCICOLA SEXOCULATA.

riatybdella sexoculata Malm.

No. 4850, U.S.N.M. St. Pauls Island, Bering Sea, June, 1890; Wil-

liam Palmer, from Sculpin. Five specimens.

14. PISCICOLA SCORPII.

Jlirudo acorpii FabrigiL's.

I'latijhdeUa ncorpii Mal.m.

rUcicola multistriata Gkcbk.

No. 5029, U.S.N.M. St. Pauls Island, Bering Sea; William Palmer,

June, 1890, from Sculpin. Six specimens.

No. 3944, U.S.N.M. From Sculpin. One specimen.

15. PISCICOLA ZEBRA, new species.

This Species has tlie slender, somewhat depressed, nearly linear form

of P. geomctra, but the posterior sucker is nearly circular, and much less

excentrically fixed, the anterior is smaller, the annulation shows some
peculiarities, and tlie color is very different. In these specimens no

respiratory vesicles are vi.sible.

The anterior body region contains twenty-one primary annuli, of which

the first five are undivided, six to fifteen are distinctly broader and biau-

nulate, and the secondary rings often again biannulate, making four

minor or tertiary rings to each primary annulus. Then begins the cli-

tellar region with annuli sixteen to eighteen narrower and less distinctly

biannulate. The male pore is in the posterior part of eighteen, and is

bounded behind by a narrow fold. In contracted specimens this imre

appears to be between eighteen and nineteen, owing to the supjiression

of the fold. Nineteen and twenty are similar, with the female pore

behind tlie latter. Twenty-one and the following annuli are again

distinctly and doubly biannulate. The po.sterior region begins with

twenty-two.

Tlie typical somites of the posterior region have fourteen annuli of

the third and fourth ordecs; the first and third primary annuli have
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four each, the second six of these, as shown in the formula cl-4+^9

—10+c6+ c7+ f?15—16+ C9-12, and in some cases dl3 and 14 are devel-

oped. The annuli from fifty-seven to sixty-three (the last), inclusive,

become simplified and are either undivided or faintly biannulate. The

anus is between sixty-one and sixty-two.

I describe the color somewhat fully. The pattern is made up of

irregular and often confluent blotches of brown on a yellowish ground,

disposed differently in each specimen, but with a strong tendency to

assume the annular or banded arrangement in all, except on the middle

dorsal region, where the inner portions of the brown spots tend to

become confluent into a pair of longitudinal stripes separated by a nar-

row but conspicuous median yellow stripe. The head is characteristic-

ally colored. The anterior two thirds is yellowish, the posterior third

marked by a conspicuous band of dark brown which in the three larger

specimens extends two-thirds of the way around and on the smallest

only one-half, leaving an uncolored ventral area. Dorsally, the dark

band is interrupted by a narrow median line of bright yellow. Two
pairs of dark brown eyes (separated by two-thirds of the width of the

head) are situated at the angles of a parallelogram whose anterior and

posterior sides correspond with the boundaries of the dark band. The

anterior eyes are the larger. In some of the specimens the angles of

the band, where broken dorsally, show an intensification of the pigment,

which in one specimen bears a superficial resemblance to two additional

pairs of eyes. In all of the specimens the dark ring is succeeded by a

pale one which occupies the last cephalic and first and second post-

cephalic annuli. Then follow eighteen more or less distinctly marked
irregular brown rings, of which four are anteclitellial, two clitellial, and

the remainder postclitellial. Brown, more or less conspicuously, pre-

dominates to the twelfth ring, i)Osterior to which the pale background

increases. Several annuli in the neighborhood of the anus are always

pale.

The four preclitellial rings show a strong tendency to fuse both dor-

sally and ventrally (more particularly the latter), sometimes the first

three, sometimes the last three, or all four being thus united. The dor-

sal pigmentation then tends to split up into three yellow and two brown
longitudinal lines, the latter being usually j)redominant. There is

always a comj)lete white ring just anterior to the clitellum. The clitel-

lum is heavily pigmented above; and below, especially in the middle

region, is almost devoid of color. The pattern is longitudinal. There is

a rather broad median yellow stripe, a brown stripe (composed of two
brown and one yellow lines), a very narrow yellow strij)e, and then

heavy brown blotches which cover the sides. A pale postclitellial ring

is usually well defined and complete.

In the posterior region the blotches are large, well defined, irregular,

and assymetrical, and not distinctly metameric in arrangement. A
tendency is manifest on the ventral surface to break up into a median
series of confluent blotches, on each side of which is a narrow, ill-
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defined, yellow, longitudinal line. Laterally the blotches are enlarged,

dorsally they are narrower, but on each side of the middle line are

again drawn out and frequently become longitudinally confluent. Ex-
cept in one specimen, the dorsal median. yellow line is scarcely inter-

rupted. The twelfth brown annulus is continuous across it in all four

specimens, and the following ones show somewhat of a similar tend-

ency. In two specimens the paired dorsal brown stripes may be traced

almost without break for the animal's entire length, and it is in one of

these that the median yellow stripe is interrupted at almost every

brown band. The posterior sucker is heavily pigmented dorsally, less

so or almost unpigmented ventrally. The marginal zone is pale, with
about fourteen dark and irregular brown rays extending toward it and
terminated by as many dark eye spots.

mra.

Length 19

Breadth 1.8

Length of anterior region 4.

Length of head (above) 5

Breadth of head 7

Diameter of acetabulum 1.6

Breadth of clitellum 1. 5

Ty|;es.—No.4818, U.S.K.M. Arichat, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia; W. A.
Stearns, 1890, from lips of lamper eel {Petromyzon marinus). Four
specimens.

i6. PISCICOLA RECTANGULATA Levisen.

No. 4705, U.S.N.M. Alaska; Lieut. G. M. Stoney; "tish parasite."'

Eight specimens.

17. PISCICOLA ANARRHICHiE.

Ichthyobdella anarrhichcn Diesing.

Ichthyohdella anarrhicha; van Beneden and Hesse.
Not Flatijbdella anarrhicha' Malm.
Piscicola marina Leuckart, 1849.

Piscicola marina Gkube.
Not P. marina Johnson.

No. 3958, U.S.N.M. Point Barrow, Alaska. U. S. Signal Service;

J. Murdoch; gills of Lycodes. Twenty-six specimens.

18. PISCICOLA RAPAX.

Pontohdella rapax Yerrill.

No. 5030, U.S.N.M. Menemsha Bight, Vineyard Sound, Massachu-
setts. U. S. Fish Commission, 1883 ; August 28 ; exterior of Pleuronectes

dentatus. Four sj)ecimens.

PONTOBDELLA Leach.

19. PONTOBDELLA MURICATA (Linnaeus) Moquin-Tandon.

No. 175, U.S.N.M. (no further data). One specimen.

No. 773, U.S.N.M. Cedar Keys, Florida; Henry Hemphill, Decem-
ber, 1883; from tongue of large shark. One specimen.
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Family HERPOBDELLIDiE.

DINA R. Blanchard.

20. DINA ANOCULATA, new species.

Behind the genital region the body is much fhittened, and both width

and depth remain nearly constant from tlie cliteUum nearly to tlie pos-

terior sucker. Toward tlie posterior end it becomes slightly narrower,

and then the margins approach in a curve and pass into the broad

acetabular ])edancle. The niaigins of the body are rather obtuse,

except on this posterior curve, where they are sharp and coinjiressed.

The acetabulum is small, less than one-half tlie greatest width of the

body, and faces ventrad. From the genital region the body decreases in

breadth anrl increases in relative depth toward the anterior end, which

is quite terete. The mouth is very large, the ojiening in the individual

measured being nearly, if not quite, I millimeter. It is round and,

owing to the shortness of the prost^nniiim, scarcely oblique. It is

bounded by th(} i)rostoniium, the first and second annuli.

The prostoniiiim consists of a larger lip and a nairower posterior

incomplete annulus. it presents a median lobe beneath, bounded by a

l)air of sulci, 'i'herc are in all one hundred and five aiinuli behind the

prostomiuni. The second one is complete and bounds the mouth pos-

teriorly; its free margin is crenulated. The first three somites consist

of a single annulus each, the fourth and fifth of three annuli each, while

somites VI to XXIII aie complete, cf)iisisting of five annuli each. In all

of these the third or middle annulus is enlarged, and shows evidences of

subdivision into two tertiary annuli, though this character is less obvi-

ous than in 1). fjuadristriata. The annulus anterior to the male pore,

and occasionally other annuli, show a similar biannulation. Somite

XXIV has three annuli, and XXV and XXVI one or incompletely two.

The anus is situat«d between somites XXIV and XXV, or annuli one

hundred and two and one hundred ami three.

The male jiore lies between annuli thirty-four and thirty-five (somites

X and XI). It is a consi)icuous o])ening, surrounded by a circle of

paj)illa;, situated at the summit of a i)rominent, broadly (tonical eleva-

tion which affects three annuli in front and as many behind. Annulus
thirty-four is biannulate. The inconspicuous female pore is situated

between annuli thirty six and thirty-seven.

The ground color of alcoholic specimens is dull yellow, immaculate
below and on the margins, but largely replaced above by four longi-

tudinal stripes of grayish or dull black, of which the outer pair are sub-

marginal, duller in color, and narrower than the more distinct inner

pair, which are well separated by a median stripe of the ground color.

Anterior to the clitellum the two stripes on each side become confluent,

but at the same time more diluted with the ground color, and finally

Inoken and re[)laced by the widening middle stripe. This anterior

expansion of the median stripe is clear yellow and p(;culiar in the dis-

tinctness with which the longitudinal muscle fibers are there visible.
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In many specimens, perhaps in a majority, the two dark stripes are

partly or wholly confluent behind as well as in front of the clitellum.

In Kuch the lateral light stripes become merely a succession of inore or

less confluent small spots, or are entirely' wanting. All degrees of

transition between the two and four striped varities are found, the

former giving the impression of light, the latter of dark, colored worms.
The median and marginal light stripes are always well marked. Pos-

terior sucker yellow. There are no pigmented eyes.

One of the larger specimens measures as follows:
Mm.

Length \2.'>

Oreateht breadth (about the same for the posteuor lialf ol' tin; body; ?,.'!

Depth of posterior region, about 1

lireadth at male pore 3. 3

Depth at male pore (including genital elevation) 2.5

IJreadth at Honi i te VI I . S

Depth at Honiite VI 1.3

iJreadtli at anterior Hiicker 1.5

Dcptli at anterior Mueker 1.5

IJreadth at anim 2. 7

Breadth of posterior sneker 1.5

No. 4Hf4, TJ.S.X.M. Mountains of San Diego County, California;

C. J{. (Jrcutt. Forfy three specimens. ICleven of these were selected

as types for the above <lescrii)tion.

No. oO'il, 1J.8.X.M. San Diego, California; in fresh water; C. R.

(Jrcutt. One specimen.

21. DINA species?.

Xephclin r/iiadrintriala Vkkhii,!,.

This is our most abundant eastern nei»helid, and is very widely dis-

tributed. It differs greatly from JJ. quadrintriata Grube, as determined
by lilanchard, and seems to be without a name. With us it varies in

color with the greater or less develoi)ment of the black dorsal stripes.

The eyes are usually reduced, as stated by \'errill, to tiiree i)airs,

owing to the union of the anterior two i)airs.

No. o0:>2, Ij.S.N.M. Currant Kiver, Shannon County, Missouri; K.
Ellsworth. One specimen.

22. DINA QUADRISTRIATA (Grube; Blanchard.

Nephfl'm f/nadriHtriata (invBK.

Xepheliii mcxicana E. ]){:(ikH.

No. 4941, U.S.N.M. Mexico; A. Duges rNo. 170). Twelve speci-

mens.

No. 4809, U.S.N.M. Mexico; A. Duges. Four specimens.

HERPOBDELLA Biainville.

23. HERPOBDELLA PUNCTATA.
Nephelis punctata LkiijY.

No. fiOO, U.S.N.M. Yellowstone Park; Hay(l<;ns expedition, 1872.

One specimen.
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Family HIKUDINIDzE.

•HAEMOPIS SAVIGNY.

24. HAEMOPIS MARMORATIS.

Hirudo marmorata Say.

Not NephcUs marmorata Veruill.

Aulaatomum lacustre Lkidy.

Semi8colex grandi» Vekrill.

This determination was made by the examination of what are proba-

bly Say's types, recently discovered in the collection of the Philadelphia

Academy. Say's species diiiers from H. sanguisugn Litnueus chieHy

in the constitution of somite VI, which in the latter species has, accord-

mg to Whitman's figure (7), the three annuli of equal size and without

indication of subdivision. H. marmoraiis, on the other hand, has the

second and third annuli (twelve and thirteen of the entire series) much
wider than the first, and each completely divided into two by a distinct

sulcus. Tlie genital pores vary slightly in i)ositioii, as indicated by

the conflicting descriptions of Leidy and Verrill. The male jmre is

usually situated at the anterior border of annulus thirty-one and the

female in thirty-six.

No. 5033, U.S.N.M. Yellowstone Park ; C. Hart Merriam ; Ilayden's

expedition, 1872. Eleven specinens.

No. 670, U.S.N.M. Havre de Grace; Milner, 1877. Three speci-

mens. This is var. iriijris Verrill.

No. 5034, U.S.N.M. Marsh, Leavenworth County, Kansas; Orsen

Pattee. One specimen.

No. 441)8, U.S.N.M. Bristol Bay, Alaska; C. L. McRay, September

27, 1883. One specimen.

^ 25. HAEMOPIS LATERALIS.

Hirudo latcralia Say.

Semiacolex. terrcHtris Forbes,

The type of Say's species was recently discovered in the collection of

the Philadelphia Academy.
The sixth somite of H. lateralis consists of five annuli; the sexral

pores are consequently two annuli further back than in 11. marmoratis.

Say's specimens were all aquatic, Forbes's all terrestrial.

No. 4102, U.S.N.M. Olney, Hlinois; July, 1885; .1. and C. Walker.

One specimen.

No. 625, U.S.N.M. Keelfoot Lake (small creek), near Idlewild

Hotel, Obion County, Tennessee; Ed. Palmer; 1882, One specimen.

LIMNOBDELLA R. Blanchard.

26. LIMNOBDELLA MEXICANA R. Blanchard.

No. 202, U.S.N.M. Quanajuata, Mexico; Prof. A. Dugcs. Three

specimens.
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MACROBDELLA Verrill.

Not Macrohdella Philippi.

Veirill's use of Macrohdella seems to have priority, his paper having^

been published in February, 1872, while Phili])pi's was not published

until October of that year.

27. MACROHDELLA DECORA (Say) Verrill.

Hirudo decora Say.

Hirudo decora Leidy.

No. 4599, U.S.N.M. Wytheville, Virginia; Col. M. McDonald, U. S.

Fish Commission. Two specimens.

No. 4503, U.y.N.M. Fulton Lakes, Adirondacks; Fred. Mather, July

2, 1882. Thirteen specimens.

PHILOBDELLA Verrill.

Verrill established Philohdella as a subgenus of Macrohdella, though
he inclined to raise it to the rank of a full genus, which is undoubt-

edly its proper systematic value. The most remarkable character of

the genus is that the ducts of both male and female organs open exter-

nally within the limits of somite XL The sexual adhesive organs are

arranged around these pores.

28. PHILOBDELLA FLORIDANA Verrill.

The chief points in the annulation of this species are shown in the
following table:

Annulaiion of I'liilohdella Jloridanu.

Somites.

I ..

II .

Ill

Annuli.

Prontomium.

3-
5».

IV ^ 6/ united ventrally.
7 limited ventrally.

9
10

Not defined ex-
ternally. •

|jQ2) Partly united.

Organs.

First pair of eyes.
Second jiair of eyes.
Tbird pair of eyes.

Fourtli i)air of eyes.

Fifth I'air of eyes.

First pair nephridiopores on iioste-
rior margin of i:i.

Second pair nepliridio])ori s on i)os-

terior margin of 18.

Tiiird to fifth i>air8 of nephridiopores
on 23, 28, and 'i'i.

Male pore on 34.

Female pore on 37.

Sixth i)air of iicijliridiopores on 38.

Seventh to scvciitc^eiitli and lant pair
of nephridiopores on 43 to 93.

Anus.

Posterior sucker.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxi- -M>
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Unfortunately no material is available for a study of the internal

reproductive organs. The external arrangement is as follows: The

median region of annuli tbirty-four and thirty-five is pushed in to

form a deep pit, which at its inouth is about 2 mm. across. It inclines

cephalad and narrows toward the fundus. In one specimen it is at least

2.5 mm. deep. In tlie front wall, which corresponds to the inturned

part of annulus thiity-four, is an orifice which appears to be the male

pore. This is located more than a millimeter from the mouth of the

pit and between a pair of glandular folds or papillic, which, like

those described below, has each a pore at its summit. Five addi-

tional adhesive organs are related to the male pore. A pair is located

on the posterior margin of thirty-three, close to the median line. The
papilhe are low and wide, and the pores large, oblique, and crescentic.

A second pair is placed at the sides of the pit. Just within its mouth
and close to the iwsterior wall. A fifth and unpaired organ is placed

on the posterior wall of the pit at a higher (more dorsal) level than the

pair.

Behind the male pit a large, conical, sugar-loaf-shaped papilla rises

from annuli thirty-six, thirty-seven and thirty-eight. At its slightly

pointed summit is the female pore, within the limits of the thirty-seventh

annulus. The papilla^ incline slightly' toward the posterirtr end of the

body. On each side of the female pore and rather toward the posterior

face of the papilla is an adhesive organ which in copulation would meet

one of the pair between which the njale pore is situated. Three more,

a pair at the base and a single median one higher up, are found on the

anterior face of the papilla, and in copulation would attach to the three

in the posterior region of the male pit. Another pair is located on

annulus thirty-eight, just outside of the base of the papilla, and corre-

sponds to the male pair on annulus thirty-three. In addition to these

there is a conspicuous pair farther out on thirty-eight, and on the pos-

terior portion of thirty-nine (or on thirtynine and forty of one speci-

men) a bilobed papilla with two pores on one side, and a linear trilobed

one with three pores on the other side of the middle line, which have
no visible counterpart in the male system. This last grouj) alone prob-

ably corresponds to the similar organ of Macrohdella, the others being

unrepresented in that genus.

All of these organs consist essentially of more or less prominent
papilhe containing glandular sacs which open by apical pores, and whose
cavities frequently contain hardened masses of mucus.
No. 4103, U.S.N.M. Xew Orleans, Louisiana; Dr. R. W. Shufeldt

(No. 593), 1883, one specimen.

No. 4104, U.S.N.M. New Orleans, Louisiana; April, 1883; Dr. IJ. W.
Shufeldt (Xo. 1140), one specimen.

No. 791, U.S.N.M. New Orleans, Louisiana; April, 1883; Dr. 11. W.
Shufeldt (No. 1139), one specimen.
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GEOBDELLA Whitman.

Not fieohdcUa Blainville.

Chtlionohdella Gruijk (iu part).

The earlier use of Geohdella by Blainville to designate a different

groii]) of leecLes will of course prevent its general use by systematists

in the conne(;tion proposed by Whitman.

28. GEOBDELLA LIMBATA (Grube Whitman.

No. 173, U.S.N.M. New Zealand; U. S. Exploring Expedition; one

specimen.

No. 174, U.S.N.M. New Zealand; IT. S. Exploring Expedition; one

specimen.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Plate XL.

Fig. 1. Protoclepsine aexoculata. General morphology of dorsal surface, x 10. Tlie

segmentation and arrangement of the papilbe is shown for all the somites.

2. Glossiphonia mollissima. General morphology of dorsal surface, x 5. The
aunnli are omitted from several of the somites of the middle region. The
characteristic and principal sensory papilbi' are shown for all of the somites,

but the smaller and variable ones fully on somite XVI only.

3. Flacobdella mexicana. General morphology of dorsal surface, x 5. The
characters of the anterior and posterior euds of the body only are shown.

4. TrachelobdeUa rividitn. General morphology of dorsal surface, x 5. The ter-

tiary aunuli are shown for somites XV-XVII.
5. Trachelohdellaritgosa. General morphology of dorsal surface. x5. The integ-

umental secondary and tertiary aunuli of the middle region are shown
only in somites XV-XVII.

6. TracheloMella maculata. General morphology of the dorsal surface. x5. The
stippled areas are yellow. Secondary annuli shown iu somites XIX and
XX.




